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- Fit coupler box (3) to the draw bar (6), bolting where holes have
been provided.
- Measure travel distance of shaft (2) and determine maximum
travel distance of A - B
- Measure travel distance of the damper (5) , distance C - D in
Figure 2.
- Position the damper (5) on the draw bar (6) ensuring that the
distance from C-D is greater than the distance of A-B
- Weld the mounting lugs (7) in that position.

- Figure 3 shows the standard recommended wiring diagram for
trailer plugs in South Africa
- The KMDB coupler has an electrical as well as a mechanical
reverse mechanism.
- To connect the electrical reverse mechanism, we recommend
that terminal 2 is utilized. As a standard, 3 is the earth.
- Connect a wire from your reverse light to the number 2 auxiliary
terminal on the female plug.
- The KMDB solenoid has two cables, an earth and live wire. On
the male plug ,connect the live wire to terminal 2, and the
earth to terminal 3, ensuring that the male and female plugs
correspond.
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